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GOEAST PRESENTS … I 
 
GALERIANKI / SHOPPING GIRLS  
 
Since six month Alicja and her family live in the city. She has no friends and is a total loser in school. When 

she meets Milena, Kaja and Julia everything change. The popular girls have modern cell phones and fancy 

clothes. Each afternoon they go to a shopping mall to find new ‘sponsors’ – old men who pay for cosmetics 

and clothes in return for sexual favors.  

With a stable family background and her shy admirer Mihal Alicija seems to be immune to this lifestyle. But 

never underestimate the effects of peer pressure and emotional neglect … 

 
Poland 2009 

Writer and Director: Katarzyna Roslaniec  

Cinematography: Witold Stok 

Music: Adam Ostrowski 

With Anna Kaczmarczyk, Dagmara Krasowska, Dominika Gwit 

86 Min., OV with German subtitles 

Tuesday, 08.11.2011; 8.00 pm; Caligari FilmBühne, W iesbaden 
 
 
GOEAST PRESENTS … II 
 
PODZIELONA KLASA / DIE GETEILTE KLASSE 
 
PODZIELONA KLASA  is the new work by versatile documentary filmmaker Andrzej Klamt.  

In 2008 the director went to his hometown in Upper Silesia twice. Searching for his old classmates from 

school Nr. 5 he discovers that approximately the half left Poland a while ago - most of them emigrated to the 

Ruhr area.  

The film is a rare attempt to keep track of the integration of the so called ethnic German immigrants. In 

interviews selected ethnic German immigrants tell their personal stories - about their childhood in former 

communistic Poland and their departure to the “Golden West”. The classmates in Poland were asked what 

they think about their former fellow students leaving the community. Are there bad feelings or rather best 

wishes for the smart decision and a better life? Due to shared memories a special bond between the 



 

participants evolved. As a result the documentary shows very personal interviews and deep insights in the 

individuals’ minds.  

 

Poland/Germany 2011 

Director: Andrzej Klamt 

79 Min. 

OV with German subtitles 

Thursday, 24.11.2011; 8.30 pm; Kino des Deutschen F ilmmuseums, Frankfurt 
Guest: Andrzej Klamt  
Moderation: Gaby Babi ć 
 

CLOSING EVENT: 

DOCUMENTARY AWARD "REMEMBRANCE AND FUTURE" ON TOUR 

On November 8th, the DOCUMENTARY AWARD “REMEMBRANCE AND FUTURE” ON TOUR ends with 

the presentation of this years goEast Documentary award winner KONIEC LATA (The last day of summer, 

Poland 2010) by Piotr Stasik in the Kino Arsenal in Berlin. As supporting programme Krzysztof Kieślowski’s 

URZĄD (The Office, Polen 1966) will be shown beforehand. After the screenings, a panel discussion will 

take place about the history and tradition of Polish documentaries presented by Dr. Grit Lemke (author and 

curator) with director Piotr Stasik and film expert Dr. Margarete Wach. 

 

Tuesday, 08.11.2011; 7.00 pm; Kino Arsenal, Berlin  
with final reception 

 

(UN-) SUBSCRIBE NEWSLETTER / CONTACT  

Stay informed about actual topics and dates of goEast via the Newsletter. In case of technical difficulties you 

may always find the latest edition on our website. If you want to receive regular information about goEast, 

subscribe here for the newsletter. If you want to quit this service, please unsubscribe here. 

 

 
HOST 
 
Deutsches Filminstitut – DIF     goEast Festival Office 
goEast-Film Festival       Friedrichstraße 32 
Schaumainkai 41       65185 Wiesbaden 
D-60596 Frankfurt am Main      fon: +49-611-236 843-0 
        fax: +49-611-236 843-49 
        info@filmfestival-goEast.de 
        www.filmfestival-goEast.de 
 


